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I always wondered why the visitors fall in love with
Salvador de Bahia. Can’t they see? Can’t they see
the ugliness of the city? 3 million people living, for
most, in slums and self-constructed habitations,
plastic sheets after cardboards after timber boards
after bricks after concrete... a huge and dirty
building site where work is always under progress,
with open air sewages, unpaved streets, garbage all
over. Not much looks beautifully tropical here,
rather, it looks so scarily similar to areas of Grozny,
Cairo, Van, Mombay, Medelin or Free Town. Human
misery puts on the same face anywhere in the world.
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Species of Spaces
FLY
The Page, slammed together, tight shut, crushes the wings, squashes the
body flat; The Bed, home to the related Order of Phthiraptera feeding on
specks of skin-dust, threatens to entrap with its loose folds; The Bedroom,
the cruel glare from the windows precipitating a head-on with the brittle
pane; Even at the scale of the Apartment, the walls still close in, the space
defined physically impermeable. The Street or Neighbourhood, while offering
apparent freedom of movement, still enclose with their rigid definition.
Town, Countryside, Country, Europe, The World, Space. There is no escape
from encapsulation.

Caroline Bassett
John Foot
Melanie Jackson
Simon Pope
Anne Sobotta

The ugliness of Salvador’s urban design clashes
with its rich relation to the sea at almost any point
of its extended coastline. Salvador, full of music
and laughs. Salvador, on the mellow rhythm of the
tropic, languorous moves, vibrant skins, fresh
coconuts and exotic fruits. The set is ready.
Salvador, over exposing its negritude, its religious
syncretism, its folklore, prostituting it to the
tourism trade. Salvador, embracing its visitor with
one arm while robbing him with the other. Salvador,
making you believe whatever you want to believe.

ALL TITLES CAN BE DOWNLOADED NOW FROM www.diffusion.org.uk
Not only is it destined to be eaten by the many species of living thing
defined by the great Zoologists, the Fly is also more likely, due to its small
size, to be engulfed by any number of the spaces intimately detailed by
George Perec.1
As with the systematic classifications developed by Lineaus and others, this
nested ‘Species of Spaces’ defines a clear, hierarchical structure that
contains every object that can be named. From such slight means, every
space is suggested.

SIMON POPE

These taxonomies as information systems, have a compulsion to reach their
ideal state. Observe, describe and analyze. Conforming every space into to
a position allocated within their bifurcating structure, defining the possible
scope of knowledge.

HORSE

OUT OF OUR TREE
Space becomes mutable, maleable. The rigid space of the box is superceded
by those that fold: this is 'the logic of sacks'24 and of spaces that can

From central Brussels to the Gare du Midi, an immense array of paving types
lay before us. From smooth, marbled Mall-paving in light-tones, we sense the
legions of pan-European clothing stores who will buy leases here. Slippery
when wet, our safe havens will be in the foyers and aisles of Zara and
Hennes and Diesel and Benetton.
Out of the central zone, across the Opera Place: small, rough granite sets
arranged in intersecting arches. The same can be found in Amsterdam, in
Copenhagen, in Cardiff, in every Euro Capital, wherever regeneration is
aimed primarily at luring the tourist trade into formally disquieting quarters.

When this runs out, the broken tiles, and wild, undulating stable paving
reveals seismic shifts in use of the tired hotel district as it runs towards the
railway station. Now meeting place for Arabic tradesmen and a makeshift
parking lot, the piss-stains and sunken, broken paving tell of hastily
reinstated boulevards, literally with no foundation; a knee-jerk reliance on the
faked grandeur of the straight-track driven through a Medieval city.

OLD LADY
practice19, the body inherently part of perception. It is both object and
subject, there's no room for distance or for the abstraction of this inhabited
'anthropological' space into 'geometrical'20 space. Places, as they are
produced21, reveal to us their stories, as we tell ours.

Then, blank, assured, subtly scored average blocks lining the pavements
which run alongside the specialist food shops. Quality.

From this abstract model that describes the interaction of structure and
agency, there's the possibility that the seemingly inert and over-determining
hierarchical structure can be re-imagined, made useful, (even if only to
produce 'monsters'23).
The children's rhyme ‘I Know An Old Lady Who Swallowed A Fly'22, in its
description of the ruthless logic of the food-chain, suggests an entire system
of classification: listing only Orders, it is for us to imagine particular Species
and the interactions between and across them. Not only is an absolute space
described, but also one of relationships. In effect, in our specialized,
speciated version of the tale, we describe a network of interactions between
particular objects across a hierarchy. Ultimately, it is the Old Lady that is
most richly linked to other objects. Her propensity to devour multiple
Zoological Orders makes her the hub of activity. In effect, the network turns
hierarchy at this point: all species bow to her voracious eating habits.
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Walking down any street: feel the pinch across the instep, toes spreading as
your full weight is transmitted through to the pavement beneath your feet.
The grip at your heel lessens, increasing the strain at your ankle. You are
situated, grounded, in the moment. Walking without privilege, as an everyday

How Many Movements
Immigration, Memory & Place
Spreading Like Wildfire
Out of Our Tree
Resnullius

NEW TITLES IN THE SPECIES OF SPACES SERIES:
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To reflect the sense of ever-shifting negotiations on spatial habitation, SPECIES OF SPACES is
growing into a longer series of meditations, always with a Perecquian eye to the playful, the
absurd and the experimental. As Perec himself sought to categorise and then re-categorise spaces
and his relationships to them (for instance see also his works: Penser/Classer, L'Infra-ordinaire,
Je me souviens), so we will continue to question what space is and how we inhabit it.
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LINK 1: The music of Moroccan star,
Abdou, rings through the alleyways of
the old city of Tangiers. He sings of
longing not for happiness or love, but
for
visas.
"The
doors
of
the
Consulates are closed," he wails. "The
price to paradise is a forged passport
and three thousand dollars."

BAND 1 - visa song, more music, 48:

Species of Spaces

SPREADING
LIKE
WILDFIRE

Many of the people – mainly young men (though
increasingly women and children) who make the
night crossing to Spain head to the plasticos of
Almeria. These are basic greenhouse structures
that cover an estimated 64,000 hectares. They are
constructed from aluminium or wooden poles and
covered on all sides with vast sheets of polythene.
They have spread over such large tracts of Europe’s
only desert that they have become a desert
landscape in themselves. From the vantage point of
the mountains it looks like an alpine vista: only the
plastic reaches the blue of the mediterranean and
a heat haze flickers overhead.

The greenhouses are filled with tomatoes, peppers,
aubergine and cucumber grown for export. They are
grown hydroponically in accelerated six week
growing cycles. Even the most primitive structure –
wooden poles and a little mortar swathed in sheets
of yellowing polythene has vats of chemicals in an
outbuilding with a computerised drip system
delivering nitrates and pesticides to each seedling
in its fibre glass bed. The crops are harvested and
taken straight to auction where they are sealed in
plastic and sold electronically to the highest bidder.

MELANIE
JACKSON

As technologies such as mobile phones and wireless computing become ever more embedded in
our everyday lives, these relationships will become ever more uncertain, ever more negotiated
moment by moment. Many of these shifts are barely perceptible, and the promise of seamless
integration of the virtual and the physical belies the fundamental changes that this collapse of
abstract space into sensory space both indicates and brings about.
14
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Species of Spaces
Milan’s urban landscape had been modeled and re-modeled in a myriad of
ways over the last 100 or so years by a series of mass migrations and by the
specific ways in which the city has expanded. The first modern migrants came
fromthe south of Italy around the turn of the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries. Around this time the city became known as the ‘moral capital’ of
Italy thanks to its dynamic economic and financial sectors and in opposition
to the political capital in Rome. These first immigrants occupied two spheres
within the growing Milanese economy: some went into small-scale street
trading, often opening working-class wine-pubs. These shops became known
as Trani after the Pugliese origins of many of their owners (Apulia is the
region found at the tip of Italy’s ‘heel’ to the south). These Trani sprang up
across the city and led to both permanent and temporary migration from the
south of Italy. A second wave of southern migrants arrived to occupy new jobs
in the growing public sector – railway employees, state administrative
workers. Milan’s public authorities constructed a series of housing projects
for these immigrants. These houses were well built, with beautiful
courtyards, large balconies, and large public/private spaces for children and
communal activities as well as, in some cases, theatres, washrooms, shops
and cooperatives. Built in open countryside, these neighborhoods were
linked through tram and suburban train services to the city centre.

JOHN FOOT
IMMIGRATION,
MEMORY AND PLACE:
MILAN, THE LAST
HUNDRED YEARS
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Species of Spaces
'How Many Movements?'

Each of the commissions is a speculative contemplation on how space is occupied in the
contemporary world of the twenty-first century; virtual and physical spaces, emotional and
social spaces – what Perec called the 'infra-ordinary'. The authors – who range from an architect,
artist, critic, social scientist, filmmaker, novelist and a sound artist – each address these issues
from different points of view, but ultimately a thread runs though all: how we negotiate our
relationships to space and place, culture and community, knowledge and identity.
SPECIES OF SPACES
First published to coincide with the twentieth anniversary of French writer Georges Perec's
untimely death, Species of Spaces an ongoing series of eBooks published by Proboscis which
are inspired by and in homage to Perec's eponymous book, Espèces d'espaces.
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'[T]here are two texts which simply alternate: you might almost believe they
had nothing in common, but they are in fact inextricably bound up with each
other, as though neither could exist on its own….but…only in their fragile
over-lapping …' (George Perec, forward to W, 1996)

1. th ground wher u walk
'I left my pictur on th ground wher u walk…'
(A text message poem, Guardian, OnLine, 7, December 5th, 2002)
In the city where I live advertising flyers are often taped to the ground by
those who post them. In rain-soaked England, the images dissolve very
quickly; but the taped outlines remain far longer. These empty squares
produce ad hoc grids; hop-scotch pathways through the city. I often find
myself falling into step with these grids when I use my mobile; not entirely
absent-mindedly, but not entirely intentionally either. This is how I walk when
I am talking into another space, when I am walking here but listening there,
receiving or sending text messages, making or taking calls.

CAROLINE BASSETT

This way of walking is something like the pavement game children play, the
game where stepping on the cracks between stones is prohibited because
the ground is full of monsters only held at bay by this ritual. Children engaged

Many of interactions hosted by mobiles comprise humdrum, banal, often
apparently unnecessary conversations. On the other hand they are clearly
compelling: phone space is often prioritised over local space, and phone use
has very quickly become an integral part of everyday life. Anybody who has
looked at phone use amongst other people, who has considered their own
use of the phone, or who has witnessed the irritation phones cause in certain
public spaces, will be aware of this conundrum. How can it be explained?
First, I stress that in making a distinction between the kind of spatial
economy afforded by the mobile and that offered by the personal stereo, I am
not looking at the question of aesthetics. The relationship between the
priority afforded to one space and the neglect this attention affords another,
might be considered in relation to the affective priority one kind of space
claims over another without specific reference to the question of the
aesthetic qualities of that space. In fact it seems not just useful but
necessary to look at affect since, without considering the affective or
invested, the conundrum I have set out above cannot be addressed at all. The
point perhaps, is to set aside the content of mobile phone calls and consider
instead but the forms of connections mobile telephony allows, the processes
it enables. The key here is to consider not the content of the phone call, but
the process of making or receiving the call. What makes this kind of space
compelling, is not what it contains, but what communicational experience it
offers the user. Considered this way the mobile's attractions become more
evident – and some use characteristics that are otherwise baffling – for
instance the tendency of much phone talk to remain at the level of the phatic
or the gestural – also become more explicable.

'If you don't have a mobile, people don't care about you….'
(Sussex University Student).

7. The Selfish Phone
suggestive. It points to ways in which particular elements of phone use might
be felt more intensely than others; and might indeed become excessive,
breaking out into spaces beyond the phone. Following this line of thought it
is tempting to suggest that mobile spaces compel attention because they
produce an accelerated, intensified, sense of freedom of movement and of
speed-up – a sense which might spill over from the phone space into others
spheres of life. Connecting to a mobile space is often experienced as going
'live'. That is, with a mobile the user can move at (communicational) speeds
that neither, walking, riding or even flying, can accommodate, even though
they have come to seem natural. In these spaces the user is also produced
as a highly mobilized subject, as somebody able to keep up with
contemporary life. Perhaps this explains why I pay more attention to the live
mediated transactions on offer through my mobile than to the 'live' live
events of the street.

Crary, citing Binet and Fere, suggests that 'attention increases the force of
certain sensations while it weakens others' (Crary, 2000: 39). I think this is

DIFFUSION eBooks are PDF files designed to be downloaded, printed out and made into booklets
by the reader. The DIFFUSION format challenges conventions of interactivity - blending the
physical and the virtual and breaking the dominance of mouse and screen as the primary
forms of human computer interaction.
DIFFUSION eBooks are free to download and distribute – electronically or as material objects.

HOW MANY
MOVEMENTS?
Finally, I want to suggest that mobile commands attention by offering a form
of attention. Within the newly-created and individualized bubble of the call or
the return call, the user is always needed and wanted: flattered by attention
on the one hand, able to control the demand for a response on the other.
There is a form of compensation going on here: the space of the city is often
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